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ABOUT GAME
SuperEagles demand regulatory clarity for all
cryptocurrencies and they won’t be stopping their
demonstrations till they get it. Build your nests and
roost your SuperEagles in this revolutionary idle
NFT generation game on the XRP ledger (XRPL).
Owning at least two SuperEagles allows you to
generate BabyEagle NFTs which will carry on the
future fight for fair and sensible regulation for
cryptocurrencies. Staking your SuperEagles in
your nests over time generates SuperEagle Coin
($SEC) which you can spend in game to afford
potions, upgrade your nests and more.
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1) XLS-14
This is a work-around NFT protocol that
is based on issuing the smallest amount
of a fungible token to make it functionally
indivisible. Our game will read SuperEagle
NFTs in this format but not generate any
additional XLS-14 NFTs

2) XLS-20
a) This NFT protocol is being voted on
currently by XRPL validators. It requires
a change in the underlying codebase
of the XRPL but will bring native NFT
functionality. We are planning on using
this protocol for withdrawing your NFTs
once it is available on the mainnet.
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At time of writing there are two proposed NFT
protocols on the XRP

Essentially, you’ll be able to play and enjoy
the game immediately but complete
NFT functionally (withdrawing, selling,
and trading etc.) will not be available
until XLS-20 is made available on the
XRPL mainnet. In the unlikely situation
that this never occurs we will integrate
another NFT system which could include
a separate blockchain based on our
discretion.
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RULES
•

Nest your SuperEagle NFTs to
generate BabyEagle NFTs
о

If you move your SuperEagles from your
linked XRP address the breeding time is
reset.

о

Each BabyEagle is unique and can never
be recreated by yourself or another player.

о

There will be a cap of the total number
of BabyEagles of 100 thousand. At this
time all first generation adult SuperEagles
will no longer be able to generate any
additional BabyEagles.

based on how many SuperEagles
you keep in your nests over time.
о

More SuperEagles in more nests equals
more daily $SEC drops to a limit of max
20 SuperEagles at a time when/if all
current nests are fully upgraded

о

$SEC rewards for playing the game will
be run for (minimum) up to 5 years

о Breeding 2 SuperEagles in the base
nest will be free
о

You can increase your breeding capacity
by purchasing nests via the in-game store
for $SEC

о You will be rewarded with $SEC
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TRAITS
Your First Gen Adult SuperEagles have traits
that can be passed down to their BabyEagle
offspring. There are 6 trait categories for each
First Gen Adult SuperEagle
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Background
Body
Skin
Head
Mouth
Eyes

In total there are 143 First Gen Adults Traits
that can all be presented in your BabyEagles.
The background of your adults affect the Egg
design of your BabyEagles.
BabyEagles also have 6 traits categories
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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Egg
Body
Skin
Head
Mouth
Eyes

In total there are 290 unique BabyEagle
traits. BabyEagle traits can be divided into
4 categories.
1) Inherited traits (143)
о These are direct presentations of
traits inherited from their first gen
adult parents
2) Secret traits (115)
о These traits have a chance
of occurring when a secret
combination of adult traits are
bred together
3) Custom traits (29)
о These are BabyEagle traits
inherited from our line of custom
project based adult SuperEagles
4) Potion traits (3)
о These are traits exclusive to
limited run potions available to
purchase via the in game store
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COMPATIBLE FIRST GEN
ADULT SUPEREAGLES
•

1000 Genesis SuperEagles
о

•

1000 Sologenic SuperEagles
о

•

Launched in 2021 we were one of the first projects to experiment with NFTs on the XRPL. 10%
(100) were minted in the XLS-14 format and auctioned off to buyers in exchange for $SEC. These
100 will be exchangeable for XLS-20 once it is available. The remaining 90% (900) will be made
available after XLS-20 through various NFT XRPL exchanges.

We embraced Sologenic’s NFT marketplace, the first on the XRPL using XLS-14 NFTs. We minted
1000 SuperEagles on this platform. They have been available directly via Sologenic or via auctions
for $SEC on our Telegram and Discord groups

75 Faucet SuperEagles
о

Our faucet was the first one available for a XRPL issued token. To upgrade it to version 2, we sold
75 SuperEagles, where the traits were based on the buyer’s XRP addresses. They are in the form of
XLS-14 but will be swapable for the XLS-20 version once available on the XRPL mainnet. These are
sold out
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•

100 Telegram SuperEagles
о

•
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We had such a high demand for the faucet SuperEagles where traits are specific to the buyer’s XRP
address. We decided to mint a limited run of Telegram SuperEagles, named by the fact that our
custom Telegram bot can mint an XLS-14 NFT. As of time of writing (August 2022) these are still
available for purchase via our website.

15 Custom Project SuperEagles
о

We have made many friends in our journey and to honor them we have minted a number of
Custom Project SuperEagles. They were minted and given to the respective projects in form of the
NFT or XRP sold in exchange for them. These each have 1 to 2 special custom traits that can be
inherited by BabyEagles.

о

In game your SuperEagles will be presented in their pixel art format
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NESTS
Nest upgrades will allow players to breed and stake more SuperEagles at once. They will be issued as XLS20 NFTs (once available on the mainnet) which will allow transfer between addresses as required.

01

02

Economy Base Nest
о
о

Double Story Bird Box

Free for every XRP address
Can nest 2 First Gen Adult
SuperEagles at once

03

о
о
о
о

1000 $SEC
Can nest an additional 4 First
Gen Adult SuperEagles
1000 available only
Max 1 per account

04

Triple Nest Pirate Ship
о
о
о
о

2500 $SEC
Can nest an additional 6 First
Gen Adult SuperEagles
500 available only
Max 1 per account

Castle Quad Nest
о
о
о
о

6000 $SEC
Can nest an additional 8 First
Gen Adult SuperEagles
200 available only
Max 1 per account
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CONSUMABLE ITEMS
Consumable items can be bought in game using your $SEC tokens. These will be XLS-20 NFTs (once
available on the mainnet) and can therefore be traded off platform. At launch there will be two potion types
available, and we will add more as the game ages.

1) Trait Chooser Potion - For the next
BabyEagle born you can choose 1 trait to be
guaranteed to passed down (only 1 potion per
BabyEagle)
100 $SEC
2500 available only
Max 10 per account at any one time
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2) Lovers Potion - Your next BabyEagle is born
25% quicker (these can stack up to 3x)
100 $SEC
2500 available only
Max 10 per account at any one time
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BABYEAGLES
BabyEagles will be minted on XLS-20 once it is available. You’ll be able to hold and trade them on XRPL
NFT marketplaces. Their traits are inherited from the First Gen Adult SuperEagles parents. There are
some secret trait combinations that you’ll discover by breeding particular adults together. All the example
BabyEagles below contain at least 1 secret trait.
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GAME INTERFACE
On launching the game you’ll be prompted to connect your XRP wallet via Xumm. If your address has not
been used before you will be prompted to make an account. This allows us to contact you about the status
of your NFTs, developments etc.
*You can only have one XRP address per account*
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GAME INTERFACE
Your SuperEagle NFTs will be shown in game under the “My NFTs” tab. You can select to nest these NFTs
in pairs. Selecting the “Stake” button will confirm your SuperEagle selections and begin the timer. Whilst
your SuperEagles are nesting you will receive daily rewards of $SEC proportional to the total number of
SuperEagles staked (see section 10). After the time period has elapsed you’ll receive a BabyEagle based
off the traits from your First Gen Adult SuperEagles.
*You can reduce this time to generate a BabyEagle by using up to 3 Lovers Potions*
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SUPEREAGLE
GENERATIONS
Generation 1)
First Gen Adult SuperEagle

Generation 2)
BabyEagle

This BabyEagle has inherited the fireman helmet and gem eyes from parent First Gen Adult SuperEagle
826s whilst locked beak and pink eggshell are from First Gen Adult SuperEagle 39
*BabyEagle egg colors are based your First Gen Adult SuperEagle background colors*
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Generation 3)
Coming soon!

3D Avatar Adult Versions of your BabyEagles
*We are developing a time machine mechanism to age your favorite BabyEagles to Adult 3D Avatars*

PLAY&EARN REWARDS
Each 24 hours you nest your First Gen Adult SuperEagle you’ll receive $SEC rewards for playing
proportional to how many you have in nests (up to a max of 20) for a minimum 5 years. You will receive
your rewards drops on a daily basis directly dropped into your XRP wallet.
Eagles Staked

$SEC Rewards

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.5 $SEC per day (Free Economy Base Nest)
1 $SEC per day (Free Economy Base Nest)
2 $SEC per day (requires at least Double Story Bird Box upgrade)
3 $SEC per day
5 $SEC per day
7 $SEC per day
10 $SEC per day (requires at least the Triple Nest Pirate Ship upgrade)
13 $SEC per day
17 $SEC per day
21 $SEC per day
25 $SEC per day
29 $SEC per day
34 $SEC per day (requires at least the Castle Quad Nest upgrade)
39 $SEC per day
45 $SEC per day
51 $SEC per day
58 $SEC per day
65 $SEC per day
73 $SEC per day
81 $SEC per day

MISCELLANEOUS
SECWarriorClub was the first NFT we issued on the XRPL. Holding at least 1 SECWarriorClub NFT in you
XRP wallet attached to the game will give you 10% off in store item purchases.
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FAQ
Q) How & when will I receive my BabyEagle?
A) As soon as your BabyEagle is generated you
will receive it in the application. However, you
will not be able to withdraw them till XLS-20 is
available on the XRPL mainnet.
Q) How & when will I receive my $SEC coin
passive income?

Q) Consumables (NFTs), bought in-game, where
are they stored?
A) Initially in-game items bought will be in your
inventory only. When XLS-20 is available
you will be able to withdraw these items as
tradable NFTs.
Q) Where do I locate the game, Web or app?

A) You will receive your $SEC rewards daily to
your connected XRP address. You will have to
be actively nesting/staking your SuperEagles
to receive these rewards.

A) The game will initially be a web application
only however we will be looking to make
it available on the iTunes and Google Play
mobile application stores.

Q) Do I have to have my SuperEagles in nests to
receive passive income or can they just be in
my wallet?

Q) Can I see my BabyEagle hatch live?

A) Only SuperEagles being nested will be counted
towards $SEC daily rewards. Just having
SuperEagles in your wallet is not enough.
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A) Your BabyEagles will hatch when available in
real time however what traits they have can
only be viewed in your Inventory/Rewards
section.

